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1.0 Introduction
Systems and functions augmented with
Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning
(AI/ML) promise to offer significant
improvements over human operated
functions. Assuring the successful and safe
integration of AI/ML into everyday life is
a challenge. Products being developed
with AI/ML components have unique
safety concerns for the system developer,
product user, general public, and society at
large. For example, an Advanced Driving
System (ADS) or autonomous vehicle
mishap on a public road could result in
Image by NVIDIA via blogs.nvidia.com
fatalities or injuries to occupants of the
Figure 1. Vision learning systems that misidentify
ADS vehicle, occupants of other vehicles,
objects could have catastrophic consequences
and pedestrians (Figure 1). While robust
system and software safety processes exist that are used to identify and mitigate general risk,
AI/ML components must be developed and integrated using a specialized and focused safety
process. This specialized system safety process is required to characterize, analyze, and mitigate
the unique aspects of AI/ML elements.
A-P-T Research, Inc. (APT) is a global leader in analyzing and applying system and software
safety to Government and commercial programs. APT leverages its extensive background in
system safety and software safety to identify specific areas where the specialized AI/ML domain
challenges the traditional system and software safety paradigm. APT subject matter experts
developed specific analyses to identify, assess, and mitigate hazard sources directly attributed to
AI/ML components. These analyses are elements of an overall AI/ML system safety process that
effectively targets safety deficiencies in a system or system of systems hosting AI/ML
components.
This paper presents an overview of APT’s AI/ML System Safety Process. The APT AI/ML
System Safety Process focuses on detailed consideration of the design and operational domains
defined for the AI/ML component and the data used to train and test the AI/ML model.

2.0 Background
System Safety is a specialized discipline within system engineering that is used to achieve an
acceptable level of safety risk during all phases of the system’s life cycle. Both government
regulators and the system’s program management set risk requirements and limits that must be
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met to assure public safety. System Safety professionals supporting the program will lead an
integrated system safety program to assure the system meets specified safety risk levels.
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Figure 2. IARA: Iterative system safety process for mitigating risk

Figure 2 presents a general System Safety model that includes the four key System Safety
elements: Identify Hazards, Assess Risk, Reduce Risk, and Accept Risk, or IARA.1 APT
developed and successfully applies the IARA model in government and commercial programs to
achieve acceptable levels of safety.
System Safety
Software
Safety
AI/ML
System
Safety

If the system under study contains software that
controls safety critical functions, it is common for a
program to define software safety efforts in a Software
System Safety Program Plan. Software safety is,
therefore, a critical subset of a robust system safety
program. Hazard sources and mitigations identified
employing the IARA model standard as part of a
software safety process are then fed back to the system
safety program for disposition.

Although AI/ML components interface to the overall
system and are embedded in a system’s software, it is a
mis-held belief that AI/ML components can simply be
Figure 3. AI/ML system safety is a
addressed by the software safety program. There are
critical subset of a robust software
specific nuances AI/ML components present that
safety program
software safety is not capable of capturing and must be
addressed with a specialized system safety process. In addition, software engineers who are
assigned to perform software safety may not be well versed in examining the validity of data
used to train AI/ML models. Statisticians and data scientists must be experienced with analyzing
key characteristics such as data domain and interfaces to the overall system. This necessitates a
closer examination by safety engineers trained in data analytics of AI/ML components and
assures any nondeterministic2 outputs do not contribute to nor generate a hazard.
The Venn diagram shown in Figure 3 illustrates how AI/ML system safety fits into the overall
system safety program architecture. It is important to note that while the last function of the
APT teaches the fundamentals of the IARA process in its training course entitled “Risk Management for Safety
Engineers”
2
A nondeterministic algorithm is an algorithm that, even for the same input, can return different results on different
runs. This makes validating acceptable results difficult since there is no single consistent answer.
1
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IARA system safety model is to Accept Risk, the final action of the software safety and AI/ML
system safety process is to verify and validate that mitigation measures reduce risk. Any residual
risk after all mitigation techniques have been properly applied must flow up to the system safety
process to be reassessed or accepted.

3.0 Unique Safety Characteristics within AI/ML
AI is a software element or model that, for a fixed set of inputs, can produce nondeterministic
outputs, approximations, or multiple valid solutions. These outputs, produced by the AI
component, are modeled predictions that the system will use to initiate an action or function. ML
is an application of AI that entails the process of training the AI model with a known dataset of
inputs and outputs to “learn,” solve problems, and produce an output to narrowly defined
problems with a limited scope. Therefore, when a fielded system is used in a real-world
application, the trained AI model should make valid predictions within the operating domain
using previously unseen inputs. Non-AI/ML software routines have definitive input and
deterministic output with clear boundaries defined to certify the system within. The uncertainty
in AI/ML component output makes current software safety processes ineffective in capturing
hazard sources.
AI/ML components cannot use traditional safety risk assessment procedures that consider the
deterministic severity and probability of a mishap to produce a risk rating. This is because a
probability of a misclassification is challenging to determine with an AI/ML model and a
misclassification by itself is a hazard source that may contribute to the severity of yet another
hazard. New processes are required to quantify risk as a critical component of AI/ML system
safety.
A unique characteristic of AI/ML that warrants specialized analysis is the dataset used to train
and test the model. The data must be accurate, representative of the operating domain, and in
sufficient quantity to adequately teach the AI/ML model. The dataset must have high fidelity,
accuracy, and robustness within the operating domain. Datasets must also be examined for
outliers that manifest themselves as data anomalies. The AI/ML component must also be
examined for its ability to safely process these data anomalies. The quality of the dataset used
directly corresponds to how well the AI/ML component performs.
In addition to examining the datasets for accuracy, the scope of the operating domain must be
clearly established. It is imperative that the data used to train the AI/ML model covers the
defined scope of the operating domain and must represent the operating domain established for
the product/system functions. Any diversion between the operating domain and the dataset can
cause significant anomalies in the AI/ML model results and therefore introduce safety risk.
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4.0 APT’s General AI/ML System Safety Process
The APT AI/ML System Safety Process is designed to provide specialized analyses necessary to
identify, assess, and mitigate unique characteristics and risks associated with AI/ML
implementation. Figure 5 presents the APT AI/ML System Safety Process.
At the program level, it is imperative to determine the operating domain of the system, secure a
robust operating domain data pipeline for training and test data, and ensure the proposed AI/ML
model is sufficiently expressive. Focusing on identifying the operating domain and data source at
the outset of the program scopes the AI/ML implementation and helps focus AI/ML model
developers within the System Safety Program.
AI/ML components are typically
developed based on either a Data
First Framework or a
Requirements First Framework. In
a Data First Framework, actionable
decisions are made based on
findings in a large set of precollected data (Figure 4). Data First
AI/ML models are developed in the
intelligence, business, logistics, and
Image by Contractor Magazine via contractormag.com
maintenance domains. In a
Figure 4. AI/ML models with a data first framework are
Requirements First Framework, a
akin to finding a needle in a haystack
requirement is identified before
data are collected to train and test an AI/ML component. Requirements First AI/ML models are
well suited for military weapons systems. While the AI/ML system safety process is not
employed differently for either framework, it is instructive for safety personnel to know whether
the genesis of an AI/ML component is data or requirements driven to help focus the subsequent
analyses and risk management.
Starting with the baseline AI/ML component framework (Data First or Requirements First), a
Level of Rigor (LoR) analysis is then performed to scope the AI/ML system safety process. LoR
describes the depth and breadth of analyses and verification activities necessary to provide
sufficient confidence that the AI/ML component and its safety-related functions will perform as
required. Following an LoR determination, the risk management cycle can commence with an
understanding of how detailed analyses must be to properly manage risk.
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Figure 5. AI/ML specific tasking performed as part of a risk management process
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IDENTIFY HAZARDS

The first step in the risk management cycle is to identify hazard sources posed by the AI/ML
component. These hazard sources, if not mitigated at the AI/ML component level, will be missed
at the software safety level and may induce additional hazard mechanisms and outcomes. To
help identify AI/ML component hazard sources, APT employs four main analyses: Data
Analysis, Qualitative System Analysis, AI/ML Model Analysis, and Operating Domain Analysis.
These analyses target the four critical components of AI/ML component development. Any
deficiencies in an AI/ML model, dataset used, or error in defining an operating domain will
introduce hazard sources.
Data Analysis – This analysis determines the genesis, quality, and quantity of the training and
test data and verifies that the data, datasets, and pipelines selected are applicable to system
requirements. Examining the process used to smooth the data will identify issues with
dimensionality, causation, and data mining. Finally, there is potential to identify data anomalies
that may have introduced errors in AI/ML model training that result in hazards.
Qualitative System Analysis – This analysis examines the overall integration of an AI/ML
component into its parent system. The analysis identifies what the AI/ML component is designed
to accomplish, how results from the AI/ML component influences system safety critical
functions, and identifies interfaces between AI/ML component decision making and potential
hazard sources.
AI/ML Model Analysis - This examination of the AI/ML model will provide insight as to the
robustness of the results. A properly designed model will neither have too few layers and nodes
(underfitting) nor have too many layers and nodes (overfitting). The AI/ML model will also be
probed to see how it handles both hazardous and non-hazardous input.
Operating Domain Analysis – This critical analysis identifies the extent of the system’s
operating domain. Significant hazard sources may be introduced by an AI/ML component that is
called to operate outside the operating domain for which it has been trained. This analysis
provides verification that the training and test data selected are applicable to the system
requirements and operating domain. Ultimately, it is the goal of this analysis to verify that
guardrail limits are in place to prevent the system from functioning beyond its prescribed
operating domain.
Hazard sources identified and collected as part of these four analyses are documented and
tracked as part of the software safety or program level system safety efforts. The benefit is that
the entire system safety program is now capable of identifying and mitigating the hazard source
that leads to a safety critical mechanism and outcome from all sources within the system. The
depth and breadth of each analysis is determined by the LoR analysis and will contribute to the
cost and manpower requirements assessment necessary to complete the AI/ML system safety
process.
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ASSESS RISK

It is well understood in software safety that software code error, by itself, is not considered a
hazard. Rather, the software will return a result or command that instantiates a hazard
mechanism and ultimately a hazardous outcome. To complicate matters, it is difficult to
quantitatively assess risk due to software errors since the probability of occurrence is hard to
quantify.
AI/ML components are even more troublesome in that their results are nondeterministic. The key
is to understand the range of output and determine if all output within that range is properly
bounded. If results from an AI/ML component are not properly examined downstream, there is
potential for considerable risk.
Boundary Analysis – This analysis identifies interface and dataset cases where erroneous inputs
or outputs to and from an AI/ML component could introduce entire system-level or subsystemlevel errors. The analysis will identify those interface errors that could cause a system/subsystem mishap. A boundary analysis will also define ground truths to frame guardrail target
functions for future risk reduction options.
In some instances, the program will designate a desired success rate of the AI/ML component.
Results of this testing can sometimes be factored into the risk assessment as a probability of
occurrence; however, it is important to note that even a slight deviation in operating domain can
cause significant deviations in the success rate of an AI/ML component.
It is imperative that software safety engineers collaborate with AI/ML safety engineers when
performing a boundary analysis. AI/ML safety engineers can provide useful data on what the
potential mis-characterization rate of an AI/ML component may be, and software safety
engineers can determine if the results of an AI/ML component will contribute to a safety critical
hazard. Hazard sources generated by the AI/ML component that contribute to significant risk are
identified at this stage. Those hazards are forwarded to the risk reduction phase of the risk
management cycle.
4.3

REDUCE EXCESS RISK

Risk reduction solutions for AI/ML components will generally follow two approaches, dataset
updates and guardrails. Data updates will correct issues identified with training datasets that may
not adequately represent the operating domain or include all expected hazards. Guardrails are
usually software controls that prevent the AI/ML component from providing an output that is
outside specified parameters or deviates from an established ground truth. A risk reduction
solution may follow several approaches to either eliminate or mitigate an AI/ML safety risk.
4.4

VERIFY AND VALIDATE IMPLEMENTATION

The last phase of the risk management cycle is to verify and validate that the risk reduction
techniques and implementation are applied properly. AI/ML system safety engineers will
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validate mitigation implementation, data capabilities, and limitations of the AI/ML component
and then verify that the mitigations applied are adequate through testing.
Once verification and validation have been completed, the AI/ML system safety engineers will
circle back to the hazard identification phase of the risk management cycle and ensure the risk
posed by the AI/ML component is acceptable.

5.0 Benefits of APT’s AI/ML System Safety Process
The APT AI/ML system safety process provides a robust, systematic approach to manage system
safety risks for an AI/ML based product that dovetails to APT’s overall System Safety
Program. The AI/ML system safety process can be tailored for product-specific applications and
can be implemented to manage AI/ML safety risks at the beginning of product development,
later in product development effort, and after product deployment to encompass the entire system
lifecycle. APT brings significant experience and expertise to bridge the AI/ML safety domain
into the system safety and software system safety domains, ensuring a robust yet cost-effective
AI/ML system safety process to identify, assess, reduce, and accept system risk.

6.0 About APT
A-P-T Research, Inc. (Analysis, Planning, Test Research, or “APT”) is a 100%
employee-owned, small business based in Huntsville, AL. APT provides professional
engineering and programmatic services in a variety of disciplines including systems engineering,
risk assessment and analysis, test planning, range safety, system safety, software system safety,
explosives safety, industrial and quality engineering, quality assurance, mission assurance,
Independent Verification and Validation, software development and modeling, and related areas.
APT currently supports more than 50 customers of which approximately 40 are Government
agencies. Our personnel are owners and each shares in the commitment to APT’s corporate
mission of continually providing state-of-the-art expertise and ensuring the highest level of
customer satisfaction.
APT has a 20-year track record as a demonstrated national leader of assessing software quality,
evaluating software safety, and conducting independent and integrated software verification and
validation. The results of these efforts have served to ensure Government and critical commercial
technologies have been successful for medical, flight, defense, and other safety critical
applications. Our software safety personnel use an APT-developed and proven process to
identify safety critical elements and audit software development supporting qualification and
acceptance. APT has applied its expertise and experience in software safety to develop a focused
system safety process for AI/ML applications. For more details on how APT can help your
program with nondeterministic components, contact John Hall, Ph.D., Technical Director,
(256) 327-3379, jhall@apt-research.com.
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